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1 Introduction
One of the more profound political impacts of the multifaceted phenome non
known as “globalisation” is the widespread feeling that national solutions to social
and economic problems are less effective than in the past. The deployment of a
global economic society would seem to require a global political response. As a
consequence, the role of national political parties as channels of political
participation may be under threat (Smith 1998) and transnational social
movements, which tend to concentrate on specific issues, may act as conduits
offering more selection in political choices for citizens.
The internet has played a major role in the emergence of transnational social
movements as it is a relatively low- cost medium with global reach that can
facilitate the formation of global virtual communities (thus compensating for a
possible lack of critical mass of activists in a given country). In this paper we detail
a new approach for analysing the online networks formed by environmental activist
groups. Inherent in our approach is our view that the WWW is a large- scale
socially- generated network and that web data can make an important contribution
to social science research into the networking activities of organisations such as
environ men tal activist groups. However web data are vastly different both in scale
and nature to data traditionally studied by social scientists; consequently, our
approach draws upon methods from both the social and information sciences, and
involves the use of web crawlers (software that automatically traverses websites) to
collect information on hyperlinks between sites.
This paper presents our work on the construction of a dataset that is used for
studying the online networks of environmental activist groups. We detail the
process of choosing key activist websites (“seed sites”), identifying networks via
web mining for hyperlinks to and from these sites, data cleaning, the extraction and
processing of text content from web pages, and the categorisation (using both
automatic and manual methods) of websites. We also provide some preliminary
data analysis. A particular focus of our work is the use of web data to identify the
emergence of an anti- nanotechnology theme in online environmental networks, a
topic that is explored more fully in a companion paper (O’Neil and Ackland, 2006a).
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2 Background
2.1 Studies of online networ ks of activist groups
The fact that electronic communication channels are beneficient for groups outside
the boundaries of traditional public institutions or political organisations (Bimber
1998) means that they are more likely to enhance the provision of information
suppresse d by the mainstream media. Some commentator s have argued that the
importance of the Internet goes well beyond communication, to constitute a social
network remarkably similar to the reticular structure of social movements
themselves (Tarrow 2002). By enabling values such as diversity, decentralisation,
informality and grassroots democracy rather than centralisation and hierarchy,
information and communication technologies seem to fit the ideological and
organisational needs of social movements (van de Donk et al 2004). Further, in the
case of the loose coalition known as the Anti- Globalisation (or Global Justice)
Movement the network operates as a potential blueprint for a future democratic
society, in which people keep their autonomy, and conduct debates and votes
without the intermediation of professional politicians (Castells 2004 [1997]).
Some critics have pointed out that online social movements may lack the
attractions of the group experience and of the “fun and adventure” factor
accompanying some forms of protest (van de Donk et al 18). Moreover, since they
are easier to join and leave, and sometimes lack ideological coherence, they may
make it more difficult to organise coherent campaigns or coherent collective action
frames, as well as more difficult to stop campaigns, a prime bargaining tool against
campaign targets (Bennett 2004). Finally, in light of the fact that online social
movements are also more easily accessible for research purposes, it is quite
possible that researchers may be tempted to overstate their importance (Rucht
2004). While these criticisms need to be taken into account, it is undeniable that the
globalisation of electronic forms of communication has had a truly profound
practical effect on social movements. In particular, it allowed them to leapfrog over
the organisational deficits that plague social movement organisations (Tarrow
1998). Electronic forms of communication are cheaper and more effective than
distributing letters and calls for action through mail.
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An exploratory study of a limited number of anti- globalisation sites (Van Aelst and
Walgrave 2004) found that most websites were strong advocates of hyperlinks and
that the independent media clearinghouse Indymedia played a central connecting
role. After conducting a more comprehensive social network analysis of the
hyperlinnk structure of online progressive and activist organisations, Garrido and
Halavais (2003) determined that sites related to the Mexican Zapatista movement
played a central connecting role: without them, the activist networks would be
much more balkanised. Building on these studies, we propose to use a combination
of hyperlink analysis and content analysis. Our approach facilitates the cross tabulation of diverse classification schemes, enabling us to show how activist
groups interact online as a result of variables such as country and generic domain
affiliation, dominant theme, length of presence in the network and management of
emerging issues such as the contestation of nanotechnology.
2.2 Hyperlink functionality
The hyperlink is commonly seen as the essence of the web (Foot et al 2002).
Patterns of hyperlinks represent communicative choices. A hyperlink from page i to
page j can have many interpretations: Kleinberg (1999) refers to web hyperlinks as
“conferrers of authority” or endorsement whilst Davenport and Cronin (2000) argue
that hyperlinks reflect trust . Hyperlinks have also been defined as representing the
structure and value of the web (Bar- Ilan 2004, Ingwersen 1998), as producing
associative relations (Burbules and Callister 2000), and as inscriptions of
commu nicative and strategic choices on the part of site producers (Rogers and
Marre 2000). Indeed, hyperlinks as connections represent networks among people,
organisations or nation - state. Thus we can interpret the social or communication
structure among those social actors based on the hyperlink structure (Park 2003).
Political science and communication scholars have argued that hyperlinks not only
help to establish the structure and boundaries of political communication on the
web but perform of themselves an important communicative function (Ackland and
Gibson 2006). The web reflects underlying patterns of communication; the depth
and complexity exhibited through interlinking may demonstrate patterns or
regularities that may not be found if individual actors are analysed (Park et al.
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2005). Links among political website producers may reflect political affinity,
(in)formal tokens of mutual communication, and / o r potential avenues of
coordination.
Specifically, it has been claimed that hyperlinks facilitate a range of significant new
and old communicative functions such as information provision, organizational
alliance building and message amplification (Park et al. 2005) as well as
determining the overall visibility and authority of individual sites (Hindman et al.,
2003, Adamic and Glance, 2005). Further, Park et al (2005) argue that hyperlinks
constitute a unique aspect of political communication online, drawing particular
attention to their ‘relational’ quality to allow political actors an opportunity to build
or ‘cement’ political alliances. Such alliances, as well as connecting previously
disparate groups and their audiences can also create a sense of ‘critical mass’ or
authority for the message that is lacking in the real world.
The notion of hyperlinks as a means of message amplification is one that has also
gained currency in the online extremism literature, with Gerstenfeld et al. (2003),
drawing on the work of Perry (2000) and Whine (2000), to argue that the use of
links helps far right hate groups “...forge a stronger sense of community and
purpose...” convincing “...even the most ardent extremist that he is not alone, that
his views are not, in fact, extreme at all.” (p. 40). They go on to note that making
international links via the web may be of particular importance to these right - wing
extremists groups since in many countries they face prohibitions to their
circulation of material.
Hindman et al. (2003) for instance analysed the pattern of links between thousan d s
of web pages covering a diverse range of U.S. political topics including the
Presidency and Congress as well as gun control, abortion , and capital punishment.
Their findings provided support for the existence of a ‘power law’ in the
distribution of politically- oriented web pages, with a small number of sites
receiving the lion’s share of links pointing toward them. Adamic and Glance (2005)
analysed the linking behaviour of “A- list” political webloggers and found a high
degree of ideological insularity, with the two groups rarely linking to one another.
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A complex question is whether all links have the same value. The answer is
dependen t on the type of website. In the case of blogs for example , it is arguable
that a permalink (located in a recently- written post) represents a more active form
of affiliation or homage than a more permanent link situated in the “blogroll” which
indicates respect to earlier entrants (Marlow 2004), whereas in the case of websites,
link pages are more permanent and may reflect a stronger form of affiliation than
references in news sections. For the purpose of our analysis, we have elected to
consider all links between sites as objects of interest: we look at links between web
sites as objects of interest as links within a site being of less interest because they
do not connect different actors (Thelwall 2006 ).
2.3 Move m en t dialect analysis
Content and specifically text analysis can also be employed to analyse the manner
in which activist groups make use of the new communicative and organisational
possibilities of the internet. The identification of dialectal patterns will serve to
confirm (or infirm) the validity of the classification scheme outlined below. In
contrast to hyperlink analysis, content analysis is concerned with the systematic
description of the actual content of communication (Paccagnella 1998). The
internet is a rapidly evolving environment but content and text analysis are
sufficiently stable to be applied to this dynamic environment (McMillan 2000). We
are conducting text analysis by looking at the existence and frequency of terms and
themes. Since many current methods of text analysis assign meanings to words
based on a syntactic, rather than semantic level of analysis, we use co- occurrence
to increase context sensitivity.
After obtaining text content from our “seed set” (see below) we used LinkParser
(Sleator and Temperley, 1991; Grinberg et al., 1995) to extract sequences of cooccuring terms. Rather than simply focusing on high - frequency words, the
colocation capabilities of LinkParser is a useful technique as it tends to focus on
relevant words rather than prepositions and pronouns . Our primary purpose is to
determine to what extent online groups employ specific forms of dialect to create a
sense of community and purpose, and to communicate their message more
effectively. Secondly, we aim to assess to what extent negative nanotechnology
terminology is spreading over the net. In short, this technique is ideally suited for
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the identification of framing strategies. Collective action frames are an active,
processual phenomeno m which implies agency and contention at the level of reality
construction (Benford and Snow 2000). Frames render events or occurences
meaningful and serve mobilize to adherents, garner bystander support and
demobilize antagonists.
For example, genetically modified food has been defined by activists as
“frankenfoods”, a term which in turn led to the creation of a wide range of
portman teau words such as frankenscience, frankencrops, frankengene,
frankenfish, frankencor n, etc. Thelwall and Price (2006) show that a specific activist
website – organicconsu mer s.org – was a major source of frankenfood vocabulary on
the web, as part of its protest strategy to wage a so- called "information war". The
diffusion of the terms frankenfood and its associated family of terms successfully
framed the issue of genetically engineered food in activist terms, in the process
conveying the sense that scientists were engaging in both unethical behaviour and
unnatu ral tampering with life (Hellsten 2003).

3 Data and methodolog y
We use a new research methodology that combines web mining and data
visualization techniques with traditional quantitative social science research
metho ds. 1 The methodology is embodied in purpose - built software called Uberlink
(Ackland, 2006) which is a component of the Virtual Observatory for the Study of
Online Networks (VOSON) web- based software environment (http://voson.anu.edu.au).
The software was used to construct an activist connectivity database (ACD) that
records and categorizes the URLs of the web pages that either link to or are linked
to by a given set of activist group homepages (known as the “seed set”).
The fields (or columns) in the ACD are meta data about the web pages collected
using both automatic and manual methods. The automatically- collected data are of
two types. First, we collect data from the domain names of the internet sites that
are hosting the pages - we collected this data for all pages in the ACD. 2 Each
1

These methods are first presented in Ackland and Gibson (2006) and Ackland and Gray (2005).

2

Resources on the internet such as web sites are identified via unique numeric IP (internet
protocol) addresses that consist of 4 numbers (between 0 and 255) separated by dots. The Domain
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domain name consists of a series of character strings (‘labels’), separated by dots,
with the rightmost label in a domain being referred to as its ‘top- level domain’
(TLD). There are several types of TLDs within the DNS – we focus here on what are
known as ‘generic’ TLDs (e.g. .com, .edu) and ‘country code’ TLDs (e.g. .au, .uk). 3 The
second form of data that is collected automatically is a summary of the text content
of the pages in the seed set.
As described further below, for the seed sites, we also manually collected data for
four additional fields: country of origin, “type” of environmental group, age of site,
and amount of text content on the website that focuses on the issue of
nanotechnology.
The most important (from the point of view of network analysis) data collected by
the software is hyperlinks between pages. We know for a given page i in our
database, what other pages page i links to (via hyperlinks) and what pages (in our
database) link to page i and thus we are thus able to construct a web graph with
web pages represented as nodes and hyperlinks represente d as directional edges. 4
3.1 A comp a rison with other methods for studying online networ ks
While commercial search engines such as Google may be of use in identifying some
of the web pages to be contained in the connectivity database (in particular, Google
Name System (DNS) translates easier - to- remember character - based domain names into IP
addresses (for example, the domain name www.example.com might translate to 198.105.232.4).
The DNS is managed and coordinated by the Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and
Numbers (http:/ / w ww.icann.org /).
3

The ‘.com’ domain is intended for commercial entities (that is, companies), ‘.gov’ is used by
government agencies; ‘.edu’ is reserved for educational facilities; ‘.net’ is used by many types of
organizations and individuals globally but was historically intended for use by internet service
providers; and ‘.org’ is intended for use by the non - commercial or non - government sector. See

http://www.iana.org/domainnames.htm for more details.
4

A graph consists of a set of vertices or nodes (representing, for example, people) and edges or
arcs connecting the nodes (representing, for example, relationships between people). In a
directional graph, the direction of an edge connecting two nodes is important, for example
person i may have heard of person j, but not vice- versa, and hence there will be a single
directional edge from node i to node j. The WWW can be modeled as a directional graph, with web
pages represented as nodes and hyperlinks represented as directional edges.
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can be used to identify the web pages that link to a given page), we argue against
research methods that solely rely on commercial search engines (see Thelwall 2004 ,
Chapter 2 for extensive discussion regarding the appropriate use of search engines
in web research). One of the main problems with using commercial search engines
in academic research is that they are essentially a ‘black- box’ in terms of the
metho ds used to order the web pages returned from a given search. Even a search
engine such as Google, which apparently uses the well- publicised and documented
Page Rank method for ranking pages (Brin and Page, 1998) is under pressure to
change its ranking methodologies in the face of weblogs (chronologically updated
personal websites, generally featuring many hyperlinks to resources on the WWW)
having an undue impact on the structure of WWW and hence the accuracy of search
results. Any change in ranking methodology by Google could seriously compromise
research that aimed to judge the prominence of different organisations based on
the Page Rank of their homepages. That is, a researcher could mistakenly believe
there was a change in the relative online prominence of organisation x versus
organisation y (thus indicating a structural change in the online networks within
which these groups operate) while in fact all that happened was that Google had
changed its ranking methods.
3.2 The seed set: 162 activist group homep a g e s
The construction of the ACD first involved the identification of an initial sample of
activist group homepages - the 162 pages found via this process form the seed set
of the database (see the Annex for a listing of the seed pages) .
Seed set construction relied on a combination of search techniques, in line with
those proposed by researchers exploring “issue networks” (Rogers and Zelman,
2002). Chief and most useful were search engine crawls of key words,
complemented by associative reasoning (whereby researchers make educated
guesses about issues and related websites relevant to the topic), public trust logics
(finding groups commonly linked to by players trusted to be important in the
debate), and media stories (following links from an authoritative news source). As
discussed below, the process of constructing the ACD revealed additional sites that
could be considered for inclusion into the seed set.
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In the case of transnational environmental organisations such as Friends of the
Earth and Greenpeace, we attempted to draw a representative sample by identifying
two national sites from each continent – such as Argentina and Brazil for Latin
America, the United Kingdom and France for Europe, Thailand (or Indonesia) and
India for Asia, etc.
Our analysis involves identifying patterns in linking behaviour of different types of
activist groups and we manually classified the seed sites along four dimensions.
Focus of environmental activist group
Our primary manual classification, based on a detailed observation of site content,
placed organisations in one of three groups. Organisations dealing primarily with
issues such as climate change, forest and wildlife preservation, nuclear weapons,
and sustainable trade were grouped under the denomination of “environmental global”. Organisations dealing primarily with pollutants and with issues of
environ men tal justice were grouped under the appelation “environmental - toxic”.
Finally, organisations dealing primarily with genetic engineering, organic farming,
biopiracy and patenting issues were grouped under the appellation
“environmen tal - bio”. Of our 162 seed sites, the majority (92) were classified as
environ men tal - global, 47 were classified as environmental - bio and the remaining
23 were classified as environmental - toxic.
Country of origin
While the country code TLD can give information on the country of origin of a site,
many sites do not include this TLD identifier. For this reason we manually coded
the country of origin of each seed site (country of origin was identified via the
country code TLD, when present, and by visually inspecting the site otherwise). As
shown in Table 1, the majority of seed sites are US- based (67), 26 are from the UK
and the remaining sites come from 24 other countries (the country of origin of
three sites could not be determined).
[Table 1 about here]
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generic TLD
The generic TLD of sites is shown in Table 2 and as expected, most of the sites are
“.org”. Nearly 20 percent of the environmental - bio sites are “.com”, compared with
aroun d 5 percent of the environmental - global sites and no environmental - toxic
sites. This stems from the fact that groups situated in the environmental - bio
category comprise farmers’ and growers’ associations which are directly engaged in
commercial activities.
[Table 2 about here]
Nanotech content of website
Via manual inspection of each seed website, we also classified sites according to the
amount of text content focusing on the topic of nanotechnology (Table 3). Only 34
sites were identified as containing either “some” or “substantial” content relating to
nanotechnology indicating that this is an issue that is still very much in its infancy
within activist networks. It is apparent that the nanotechnology issue is more
prominent within the environmental - bio group; over 30 percent of these sites
contained nanotech material (and over 10 percent of sites contained substantial
nano content). This compares with the environmental - global group where only
aroun d 15 percent of sites had text content pertaining to nanotechnology (and 5
percent had substantial material). The environmental - toxic groups are similarly
relatively unengaged with the nanotech theme.
[Table 3 about here]
Age of website
A final manual classification of the seed sites was perfor me d on the basis of
estimated age of the website. The length of time an organisation has maintained a
web presence is not perfectly correlated with the age of the organisation and it is
possible that some of the older and better - established activist groups may have
taken longer to embrace the internet as a communication medium. However, an
estimate of the age of the site is important for the hyperlink analysis presented in
O'Neil and Ackland (2006a) and is a feature of various models of linking behaviour
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such as Barabasi’s (2002) influential preferential attachment model that posits that
age in the network is positively correlated with indegree.
Estimates of the age of each seed organisation's website were obtained by querying
the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine (http:/ / w ww.archive.org) to identify the
site's earliest incarnation on the internet. 5 From Table 4, it is apparent that
environ men tal - globalists have on average been present on the WWW for longer
than the other two activist groups: over 40 percent of environmental - global sites
have been established for 7 or more years, compared with 30 percent of
environ men tal - toxic sites and 17 percent of environmental - bio sites.
3.3 Construction of the Activist Connectivity Databa s e
Having identified the seed set consisting of 162 party homepages, the ACD was
constructed using a two- step procedure. 6 First, a purpose - build web crawler was
used to crawl each of the pages in the seed set to find outbound hyperlinks from the
activist group homepages. 7 Each page returned by the crawler was checked against
two criteria: the page must not already be in the ACD (i.e. it must be a ‘new’ page)
and the page must be ‘non- intrinsic’ (i.e. not share the same domain name) to the
seed page being crawled. These criteria ensure that each page in the connectivity
database is unique and they further ensure that the ACD is not dominated by the
pages of very large websites. 8 Pages satisfying these criteria were placed into the 1st
5

It is important to note that there are (unavoidable) biases inherent in using the date a site was
first archived by the Internet Archive as an estimate of the age of the site. The Internet Archive
identifies new sites to archive via the process of crawling sites that are already archived and
hence it is likely that a more popular site (in terms of number of inlinks) will be archived sooner
than a less popular site, and hence estimated to be an older site, even if the sites were in fact
established at the same time.

6

The data collection was conducted in March 2006.
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A web crawler is a program that automatically traverses a web site by first retrieving a web page
(for example, the homepage of an activist group) and then recursively retrieving all web pages
that are referenced (e.g. following hyperlinks throughout the site).

8

Note that in order to prevent the size of the ACD from exceeding available computing and data
storage resources, the crawler was also program m e d to stop crawling a given site if one of the
following conditions was met: the crawler had looked at 500 intrinsic pages, the crawler had
identified 50 consecutive intrinsic pages that did not contain external links, the crawler had
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ring of the ACD. The 1st ring of the ACD was then augmented by using a Google
“link:” query via the Google web API9 to find inbound hyperlinks to the 162 seed
pages, with all new pages returned from the Google API being placed into the ACD. 10
It is not uncomm on to encounter malformed hyperlinks on pages - these are
hyperlinks that are not valid because of a typographic error (e.g.
htp:/ / w ww.example.com, when it should be http: / / w ww.example.com). Only URLs
conforming with the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP i.e. beginning with “http:/ /”
or “https: / / ”) were placed into the final ACD; this step excluded malformed URLs
but it also led to the exclusion of pages being served up using other protocols such
as the Real Time Streaming Protocol (rtsp:/ /) and the Multimedia Messaging Service
(mms:/ /). It should be finally noted that while only valid HTTP URLs were stored in
the final ACD, there was no further automatic check of the validity of URLs - it is
quite possible that “broken” links (links to pages that no longer exist) were placed
into the ACD.
3.4 Pages and page groups
The final ACD contains 52,882 observations, with each observation representing a
unique web page. Given that the focus of our analysis is at the level of the
organisation (our goal is to produce network maps where the nodes are
organisations, not web pages), it is appropriate to aggregate web pages that come
from the same organisation or functional grouping within an organisation into page
groups (or “sites” ).11
A page group is simply a meaningful aggregation of web pages. The majority of
pages in the ACD were assigned to page groups using a simple rule: pages sharing
the same domain name were placed in the same page group. For example, the ACD
contains 41 pages from the BBC site www.bbc.co.uk – these were aggregated into a
single page group. A problem with using domain names to create page groups is
returned 1000 new external pages.
9

The Google API enables software programs to directly query the Google databases (i.e. without
use of a web browser).See http: / / w ww.google.com / a pis / for more details.

10

Note that again there was a limit of 1000 on pages returned by the Google API.

11

See Thelwall (2004, 2006) for more on aggregating pages into groups or clusters using alternative
document models (ADMs) based upon directories, domains and multi - domain sites.
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that some of the independe nt sites that are commercially hosted are put into a
single page group representing the hosting company, and not counted separately.
For example, the ACD contains 104 pages that are hosted by the commercial free
web hosting service www.geocities.com and these have been aggregated into a
single page group even though these pages are potentially from unrelated websites.
Given the size of the database, it was not feasible to manually check through all
pages to ensure that pages from unrelated organisations that are hosted on a
commo n commercial hosting service were placed in separate page groups.
However, for the seed sites, we used a different approach for determining page
groups that ensured that seed sites remained in their own page group. For seed
sites, the page group was set to be equal to the shortest valid URL that identified
the organisation. For example, one of the seeds is the Biosafety Information Centre
and its homepage is www.biosafety - info.net /index.php. The page group for this
organisation is “www.biosafety - info.net /” and any URL in the database containing
that text string will be placed in the same page group. One of the seed sites - Earth
First Philippines (www.geocities.com / ef davao) - is also hosted by Geocities, but this
site was placed in its own page group “www.geocities.com / ef davao” and thus kept
separate from unrelated sites hosted by Geocities.
The importance of not blindly using domains to determine page groups for the
seeds is highlighted by the case of Greenpeace. There are several Greenpeace sites
represente d in the seed set, including the following regional sites:
www.greenpeace.org /in dia, www.greenpeace.org / u s a, www.greenpeace.org /f r ance,
www.greenpeace.org / s easia / e n and the Greenpeace International site
www.greenpeace.org /inter na tional. A policy of determining the page groups of
seed sites based on domains would have resulted in these sites all being placed in
the same page group. Since we are interested in identifying regional differences or
characteristics of online environmental networks, it was important that these sites
be kept separate in the analysis, and our policy of determining page groups for
seed sites ensured this.
Page grouping is important for two reasons other than simply our desire to present
network maps where the nodes represent organisations rather than pages. First, as
alluded to above, page grouping is essential to the data collection process. Any new
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page being introduced to the database (for example, a page linked to by one of the
seed pages) is placed into a pre- existing page group if its URL contains the text
string identifying that existing page group. For example, the Centre for Food Safety
has the page group “www.centreforfoods afety.org /” and the 24 pages from that site
that were added to the database during the process of data collection (either
because they were linked to by a seed site other than the Centre for Food Safety, or
else they linked to a seed site other than the Centre for Food Safety were
automatically added to that page group).
The concept of page grouping also allows more accurate measureme nt of the web
visibility or prominence of an organisation. In essence, we are not just interested in
measuring the popularity or prominence (based on inlinks, for example) of a
particular page on an activist website; what we want is a measure of the overall
popularity of the site by counting the hyperlinks to any of the pages on the site that
are included in the database. To achieve this, we need a means of aggregating web
pages into meaningful collections and we propose the concept of the page group as
a means of doing just that .
After imposing the automated aggregation of pages into page groups matching
domain names, the size of the ACD was reduced by nearly 60 percent to 22,435
page groups. 12
3.5 Structure of the Activist Connectivity Databas e
Figure 1 shows the structure of the ACD from the perspective of how the data were
collected. In the centre is the seed set, containing the 162 environmental activist
homepages (this figure is not to scale). The remaining 52,720 pages (22,273 page
groups) are in the 1 st ring of the ACD, which is divided into three subsets. Set 1A
contains 40,872 pages (15,583 page groups) found via the web crawler that are
linked to by the seed pages and do not link back to pages in the seed set (note:
because we have not crawled the pages in set 1A we do not know exactly what
pages they link to, however, we know from using the “link:” query via the Google
12

Note that where a page group contains pages from different rings, the group will be assigned to
the ring closest to the seed set. For example, the Centre for Food Safety page group contains 25
pages - 1 in the seed set and 24 in the 1st ring; this page group is allocated to the seed set.
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API that these pages do not link to the seed pages). Set 1B contains 11,744 pages
(5,161 page groups) that are found via the Google API and link to the seed pages
(but are not linked to by any of the seed pages). Set 1C is the intersection of sets 1A
and 1B – it contains 104 pages (1529 page groups) that both link to and are linked to by the seed pages. The above finding indicates how using page groups, rather
than pages, as the unit of analysis leads to a more accurate indication of the level of
connectivity within the network and position of any given site within the network.
While only 104 pages are in set 1C, 1529 page groups are in this set: by using page
groups as the unit of analysis we are in effect merging pages from sets 1A and 1B
into page groups and shifting these page groups into set 1C, thus presenting a truer
indication of of the level of connectedness of these sites to the seed sites. As
discussed further below, set 1C is where we can find interesting new sites that
should potentially be in the seed set.
[Figure 1 about here]
To further illustrate the structure of the ACD, a selection of the page groups
connected to the Friends of the Earth UK site, www.foe.co.uk, are shown in Figure 1.
FOE UK links to the International Forum on Globalization (www.ifg.org) and is
linked to by the international development charity Find Your Feet (www.fyf.org.uk).
FOE UK also links to another seed site, the Science and Environmental Health
Network (www.sehn.org), which in turn links to the Collabortive on Health and the
Environment (www.healthandenvironment.org). This site is located in set 1C because in
addition to being linked to by at least one seed site, www.healthandenvironment.org also
links back to at least one seed site, the Indigenous Environmental Network
(www.ienearth.org).
3.6 Aug m en tin g the seed set
Our analysis of the online networks of environmental activist groups obviously
derives from our choice of seed sites. While we took every care to identify
appropriate seed sites (and we did not exclude any potential seeds due to concerns
about exceeding available computing and data storage resources), it is almost
certain that we have missed seed sites that could have been included into the
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analysis. As our goal is to produce analysis based on a dataset that is as inclusive
and representative as possible, in the future we plan to augment our seed set and
re- conduct the data collection and analysis. The ACD that has been constructed
with the current seed set can be used to identify a list of potential sites that can be
then looked at and assessed for potential inclusion into the seed set. The obvious
place to look for new seed sites is among the 1529 sites that occupy set 1C in
Figure 1 - these are sites that have been identified as important in the sense that
they link to, and are linked to by, at least one seed page. Casual inspection of these
sites revealed many news media sites (news.bbc.co.uk, www.guardian.co.uk,
www.washingtonpos t.com, www.pbs.org, www.usatoday.com were highly ranked in
this set, in terms of indegree) and also prominent international organisations and
governmen t agencies such as www.epa.gov, www.fao.org, www.unep.org and
www.oecd.org. However, there were many other sites that could potentially be
environ men tal activist sites (and should be included in the seed set).

4. Visualisation of networks
Uberlink currently provides two web- based tools for network visualisation.
4.1 Trees showing minimu m path from / t o a given node
It is useful to visualise how a given seed sites connects to other sites within the
database. One approach for this is to calculate the minimum path from a given
“root node” to all other nodes that it connects to - from this we can easily see
whether site x connects to site y and if it does, then whether there is a direct
connection or whether the connection involves intermediary sites. Uberlink
provides various ways of mapping the pathways to or from a given site. These
maps can be based on unilateral links (i.e. a tie between site x and y exists if there is
a hyperlink from x to y , regardless of whether y links back to x) or reciprocated
links (a tie only exists if both x links to y and y links to x). From the point of view
of identifying connections between organisations based on hyperlinking,
reciprocated links are obviously better indicators of the strength of a connection.
The minimu m path maps are displayed using the LGL layout algorithm of Adai et al.
(2004) and a map showing the minimu m path from www.centreforfoodsafety.org to
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other sites in the database (up to a maximum of two degrees of separation) is
shown in Figure 2. The colour coding in this figure is based on generic TLD - red
are “.com”, blue are “.org”, green are “.gov”. In this figure links do not have to be
reciprocated and this is why the map contains so many nodes (over 4000). In
Figure 3, the map has been redrawn this time using reciprocated links as the
measure of a tie between sites. There are now less than 100 nodes in the map and
it is much easier to determine exactly who www.centreforfoodsafety.org is
connected to. In this map the colour coding follows our environmental group
classification: red (environmental - bio), blue (environmental - global), green
(environ men tal - toxic).
4.2 Clustering using force - directed graphing techniques
The maps showing minimum paths to/from particular sites are abstractions: they
must be interpreted in the context of the root node only, and do not reveal any of
the connectivity that may exist between other sites within the map. In order to gain
a greater understan ding of how different sites may be forming clusters in the web
graph (based on their tendency to hyperlink to one another), it is useful to visualise
all nodes and all links simultaneously. To this end, we make use of the
LinLogLayout force- directed graphing (FDG) algorithm of Noack (2004, 2005) which
is appropriate for visually identifying clusters within small- world graphs such as
13

those found on the WWW.

The general FDG approach for identifying clusters in graphs is well established. In
the context of our web graph, web sites are given initial random positions and
modelled as electrostatic charges (repulsion forces that act to push nodes apart
from one another). Hyperlinks between web sites are modelled as springs
(attraction forces that act to pull together those sites that are connected to one
another via hyperlinks). The algorithm shifts the position of nodes in an attemp t to
minimise the energy of the system (in general, the energy of the system will be
smaller if two connected nodes are positioned near one another compared with if
they are on separate sides of the map). The process of moving nodes around the
map to minimise the energy of the system can reveal web clusters or communities 13

See http:/ / www.inform atik.tu - cottbus.de / ~ a n / GD / for more details.
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collections of sites that have more links to other members in the collection than to
nodes outside the collection.
FDG algorithm s generally work best when applied to a single connected componen t
of nodes (a connected component is simply a set of nodes that are connected to one
another). It is possible to apply FDG algorithms to graphs containing more than
one connected component, but the algorithm will achieve minimum energy by place
the components far away from each other (because, by definition they have no
connections to one another), and the map will not reveal much detail on the
connectivities within a given component.
In Uberlink, the approach used is to first identify the components in the graph, and
then use the FDG algorithm to map the connections of the nodes within each
componen t. In Figure 4, there are six components, represente d as blue dots, and 35
isolates (nodes that do not connect to any other node), represented as green dots.
The components and isolates were identified from a graph where only the seed
nodes and also nodes with a degree (indegree plus outdegree) greater than or equal
to two were included (this was used to reduce the number of nodes by only
focusing on “important” nodes). Further, only reciprocated links were used in
determining a tie between nodes. A total of 592 page groups are allocated across
the components and isolates, with the majority of nodes (538) contained in
componen t “C0” (circled in red). Note that only those isolates that are seed sites
are represented in this figure and further note that the placement of the
componen ts and isolates within the map is random.
In Figure 5, the LinLogLayout FDG of the nodes in component in C0 is shown. The
nodes are coloured according our environmental classification and the size of each
node is proportional to the indegree. There is a clear separation between the red
nodes (environmental - bio) and blue nodes (environmental - global) with the
environ men tal - toxics occupying a position beween these two groups. This
separation between environmental - bio and environmental - global is quite marked,
and reveals a high degree of assortative - mixing (nodes preferring to link to similar
nodes).
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The LinLogLayout library offers two options regarding the type of

algorith m used to position the nodes. In the “edge repulsion” version of the
14

The FDGs are discussed more fully in O’Neil and Ackland (2006a).
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algorith m (the version used for Figure 5) the repulsion force ascribed to each node
is proportional to the number of edges connecting the node to the rest of the
graph. The implication of this is that more highly- connected nodes are going to be
pushed to the edges of the map (because they exhibit higher repulsion from other
nodes). The alternative version is “node repulsion” where each node has equal
repulsion force, regardless of its connectivity. In this version, more highly
connected nodes tend to be highly clustered in the middle of the map with the
result that it is hard to discern clear patterns (Figure 6). In our particular
application, where there is a reasonably high level of connectivity amongst the seed
sites, the edge- repulsion version of the LinLogLayout algorithm gives the best
results in terms of revealing interesting clustering patterns.

5. Text analysis
Text content analysis is an importan t complement of hyperlink analysis, and O’Neil
and Ackland (2006a) show how text analysis can be used to gain insights into the
positions that environmental activist groups are taking on different issues. Text
analysis is a recent addition to the methodological toolkit offered by Uberlink and
the currently capabilities can be described as follows.
First, as each seed page is placed into the database, the in- built web crawler
accesses the page and extracts the page meta data (e.g. the meta keywords and title,
if supplied) and an entire copy of the page is also stored in one of the database
fields. The fact that text content is only collected from the homepages of the seed
sites reflects both pragmatism (data storage capacity would soon be exceeded if we
attemp ted to collect text content from all pages in the seed sites, since some of
these sites contain thousan ds of pages) and also our view that these organisations
will place the most important (from an organisational positioning perspective)
messages or statement s on their homepages, rather than buried deep within their
sites.
In future work, we aim to augment the text data by also collecting text content from
additional pages belonging to the page groups of seed sites that have been
identified via the process of constructing the ACD. For example, www.
centreforfoo dsafety.org page group contains 25 pages: the homepage and 24 other
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pages found during the process of constructing the ACD i.e. they are linked to by
other seed sites or else they were found via the Google API to link to seed sites.
Since these additional pages have been identified as “important” in terms of their
being connected to other seed pages, then it would be useful to extract the text
content from the pages. This is a more targeted approach than simply attempting
to extract text for all pages in a given site (which, as mentioned above, can be a
potentially huge undertaking ).
The page meta data can be analysed without much further data processing (by
convention, meta keywords are stored as text strings with commas separating each
keyword, and the keywords can thus be easily extracted). In Table 5, meta
keywords and their frequency of occurrence are presented for each of the three
types of environmental activist groups (only those keywords occurring two or more
times within each group are reported).
The second form of text content analysis conducted using Uberlink involves
analysis of the content of the body of the pages (not just the text meta data). For
each seed page, Uberlink parses the text into sentences (using full stops to
delineate the end of a sentence). Each sentence is then processed using the Link
Parser software (Sleator and Temperley, 1991; Grinberg et al., 1995) which is
available at http:/ / w ww.link.cs.cmu.edu / link / .
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The software is a syntactic parser

of English and implements an original theory of English syntax. For each sentence,
the system attempt s to assign a set of labeled links connecting pairs of words and
thus is able to join verbs with adverbs, nouns with adjectives etc. Thus, Link Parser
identifies co- located words within a sentence, and it does this without relying on
the proximity of words in a sentence, i.e. Link Parser can identify co- located words
within a sentence even if there is an intervening word (or words). Co- location is
vitally important for improving context in text analysis; as shown in O’Neil and
Ackland (2006a) the most frequently occurring co- located words on sites in the
Environmental Bio group is “traditional / k nowledge” - it is fairly clear what the
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Note that since the process of link parsing sentences is computationally intensive, it was
necessary to limit the total number of sentences parsed from a given homepage to 100. In cases
where the number of sentences on a page exceeded 100, 100 sentences were selected at random
(without replacement).
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context of this co- location is, while the words “traditional” and “knowledge”
appearing by themselves on a frequency list could refer to almost anything.

6. Conclusion: VOSON and e- Research
In this paper we have presented new methods, comprising both text and hyperlink
analysis, to track, map and understan d the networking activities of online
environ men tal activists. These methods and associated software are being
developed as part of the Virtual Observatory for the Study of Online Networks
(VOSON), and are being applied in several different research projects.
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VOSON is an example of e- Research in the social sciences (or e- Social Science). EResearch, broadly defined, is the use of information and communication
technologies (ICTs) to support new forms of research.
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The potential of e- Research

is typically described in terms of the role of these technologies in making available
distributed data and computational resources to geographically- dispersed
researchers. For example, a scientist working in Australia might conduct
simulations using data from a data repository in Europe while accessing computer
cycles from a high- performa nce computer located in the US.
There are two main aspects of the research projects being facilitated by VOSON that
point to the need for e- Research technologies. First, datasets constructed using web
crawlers can potentially be very large - this is especially so with temporal or
dynamic analysis of web data, and when page content is also stored in the database.
The scale of web data sets and the nature of the computations need for web
analysis (in particular, when visualization tools are used) can be such that it is
necessary to access remotely distributed computer and data resources (the average
16

Ackland and Gray (2005) present a quantitative characterisation of the online information
environme nt encountered by prospective migrants to Australia. Ackland and Gibson (2006)
investigate political parties' online horizontal communication through hyperlinks, providing
empirical analysis of the networking behaviour of over 100 parties from six countries. Ackland
and Evans (2005) provide a quantitative analysis of the visibility of abortion - related information
on the WWW.
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The establishment of VOSON has been funded under the Australian Research Council's Special
Research Initiative (e- Research Support).
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desktop computer can soon become inadequate when working with web data).
Second, collaboration among geographically- distributed colleagues is a key element
of the research we are proposing; researchers located in different countries need to
be able to access and analyse common datasets via the VOSON environment and
thus need collaboration tools more advanced than those currently typically used in
the social sciences (email and the phone)
The establishment of VOSON is being driven by social scientists, rather than
computer and information scientists, and thus reflects the attempts of social
scientists to embrace and make use of new e- Research tools at a relatively early
stage of the introduction of these technologies into social science research practice.
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Table 1: Activist classification by country of origin

Argentina
Australia
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
France
Germany
India
Indonesia
Malaysia
Netherlands
Nigeria
Philippines
Senegal
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
Switzerland
Thailand
Togo
United
Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
unknown
Total

Environmental
Bio
1
0
2
1
3
0
1
0
0
3
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0

Environmen tal Global Environmen tal Toxics
3
0
7
1
0
0
3
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
3
0
0
1
2
1
2
0
0
0
4
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
2
0

12
15
0
2
47

12
42
1
1
92

Total
4
8
2
4
4
1
1
2
3
4
4
3
1
5
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
2

2
15
0
0
23

26
72
1
3
162

Environmen tal Global Environmen tal Toxics
5
0
0
0
2
0
80
23
5
0
92
23

total
13
1
7
136
5
162

Table 2: Activist classification by generic TLD

com
info
net
org
unknown
total

Environmental Bio
8
1
5
33
0
47
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Table 3: Activist classification by nanotech content on site
None
Some
Substantial
Unknown
total

Environmental Bio
30
10
6
1
47

Environmen tal Global Environmen tal Toxics
76
20
10
2
5
1
1
0
92
23

total
126
22
12
2
162

Table 4: Activist classification by estimated age of website
1- 2 years
3- 6 years
7+ years
Unknown
total

Environmental Bio
4
31
8
4
47

Environmen tal Global Environmen tal Toxics
8
1
38
13
40
7
6
2
92
23

total
13
82
55
12
162
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Table 5: Frequency counts of meta keywords - 162 homepages of seed sites
Environmen tal Bio
gmo:8
agriculture:7
food:7
biodiversity:6
gm:6
genetic engineering:4
biotech:4
environ men t:4
biopiracy:4
farm:4
ge:3
gm food:3
organic:3
gmos:2
seed:2
health:2
transgenic:2
ecology:2
gm foods:2
lobbywatch:2
canola:2
organic farming:2
farmers:2
world trade organisation:2
monsanto:2
genetically modified food:2
crops:2
bt:2
gm watch:2
legislation:2
genetic:2
cotton:2
genetic modification:2
genetically modified:2
campaign:2
biotechnology:2
starlink:2
family farms:2
uk:2
ngin:2
farming:2

Environmen tal Global
environme n t:16
conservation:11
climate change:7
news:6
green:5
nuclear:5
pollution:5
biodiversity:4
nature:4
climate:4
wildlife:4
activism:4
sustainable developme nt:4
greenpeace:4
global warming:4
species:4
environme n tal:4
environme n tal protection:4

Environmental Toxics
brazil:2
pollution:5
toxic:2
environme nt:5
amazon rainforest:2
pesticide:4
world wildlife fund:2 toxics:4
river:2
pan:3
animals:2
pesticides:3
php - nuke:2
environme ntal:3
food:2
africa:2
linux:2
ipen:2
waste:2
herbicide:2
earth first:2
bio:2
oil:2
justice:2
arctic refuge:2
afrique:2
campaign:2
ccaej:2
union:2
non - profit:2
home:2
dioxin:2
solutions:2
toxins:2
land rights:2
toxic:2
earth island
energy:3
institute:2
citizen alert:2
environme ntal
headlines:3
issues:2
forests:3
technology:2
wwf:3
mining:2
download:3
take action:2
natural resources:3
hackers:2
sustainability:3
pesticides:2
world bank:3
public lands:2
resources:3
ecology:2
kyoto protocol:3
deforestation:2
human rights:3
india:2
global:3
agriculture:2
water:3
sustainable:2
international:3
geeks:2
dam:3
new:2
geek:2
earth island:2
friends of the earth:2
hacker:2
wild:2
nuke:2
windows:2
wwf- us:2
globalization:2
air pollution:2
red list:2
ancient forests:2
green energy:2
renewable energy:2
warming:2
asbestos:2
software:2
greenhouse:2
environme n tal organizations:2 information:2
protection:2
action:2
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Figure 1: Structure of Activist Connectivity Database
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Figure 2: Minimum path map - outbound links from www.centreforfoodsafety.org
(LGL layout)
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Figure 3: Minimum path map - reciprocated links from
www.centreforfoodsafety.org (LGL layout)
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Figure 4: Components and isolates
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Figure 5: LinLogLayout FDG of 538 nodes (edge repulsion version)
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Figure 6: LinLogLayout FDG of 538 nodes (node repulsion version)
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Annex: Seed Pages
Table 1A: Environmental Bio seed sites 18
id

18

url
description
cat2
cat3
7 http://angelsagainstnanotech.blogspot.com/
Angels Against Nanotech
Unknown United Kingdom
5 http://ngin.tripod.com/
Norfolk Genetic Information Network
3-6 years United Kingdom
23 http://reclaimthecommons.net/
Reclaim the Commons
1-2 years United States
18 http://viacampesina.org/main_en/index.phpLa Via Campesina - International Peasant Movement
3-6 years Indonesia
17 http://www.agribusinessaccountability.org/T he Agribusiness Accountability Initiative
3-6 years United States
21 http://www.aseed.net/
Action for Solidarity, Environment, Equality and
3-6Diversity
years Netherlands
20 http://www.banterminator.org/
Ban Terminator
Unknown Canada
6 http://www.biodev.org/
Biodevastation to Biojustice
3-6 years United States
22 http://www.biodiversidadla.org/
Biodiversidad en America Latina
3-6 years Argentina
15 http://www.biosafety-info.net/index.php Third World Network - Biosafety Information Centre
Unknown Malaysia
16 http://www.biotech-info.net/
AG Biotech Infonet
3-6 years United States
24 http://www.biothai.org/
Biothai
1-2 years Thailand
19 http://www.biowatch.org.za/
Biowatch South Africa
3-6 years South Africa
14 http://www.bite-back.org/
Bite Back
3-6 years Belgium
25 http://www.caff.org/
Community Alliance with Family Farmers
7+ years United States
1 http://www.centerforfoodsafety.org/
Center for Food Safety
3-6 years United States
29 http://www.chicagothong.org/front.html Topless Humans Organized for Natural Genetics
1-2 years United States
30 http://www.cropchoice.com/
Cropchoice. Alternative News Source for American
3-6 years
Farmers
United States
10 http://www.ddsindia.com/www/default.aspDeccan Development Society
3-6 years India
47 http://www.econexus.info/
EcoNexus
3-6 years United Kingdom
43 http://www.etcgroup.org/
Action Group on Erosion, Technology and Corrosion
3-6 years Canada
44 http://www.farm.org.uk/
Farm - The Independent Voice of Farmers
3-6 years United Kingdom
45 http://www.foodcomm.org.uk/
The Food Commission
3-6 years United Kingdom
36 http://www.foodfirst.org/
Food First. Institute for Food and Development7+
Policy
years United States
31 http://www.foodfunders.org/
Funders for Sustainable Food Systems
3-6 years United States
32 http://www.geneticsaction.org.uk/
Genetic Engineering Network (GEN), United Kingdom
3-6 years United Kingdom
33 http://www.genet-info.org/
European NGO Network on Genetic Engineering
3-6 years Germany
26 http://www.genewatch.org/
Genewatch UK
3-6 years United Kingdom
27 http://www.gmfoodnews.com/
Genetically Modified Food News
3-6 years United Kingdom
34 http://www.gmfreeze.org/
GM Freeze
Unknown unknown
35 http://www.gmofree-europe.org/
GMO-free Europe
1-2 years Belgium
12 http://www.gmwatch.org/p1temp.asp?pid=1&page=1
GM Watch
3-6 years United Kingdom
13 http://www.grain.org/front/
Genetic Resources Action International (GRAIN)
3-6 years Spain
8 http://www.ifoam.org/
International Federation of Organic Agriculture7+Movements
years Germany
9 http://www.i-sis.org.uk/
The Institute of Science in Society
3-6 years United Kingdom
2 http://www.mst.org.br/
Movimento dos Trabalhadores Rurais Sem Terra
7+ years
(MST) Brazil
3 http://www.nwrage.org/
North West Resistance Against Genetic Engineering
3-6 years United States
4 http://www.organicconsumers.org/
Organic Consumers
7+ years United States
11 http://www.ota.com/index.html
Organic Trade Association BIZ ALERT
7+ years United States
38 http://www.percyschmeiser.com/
Monsanto vs. Schmeiser
3-6 years Canada
39 http://www.primalseeds.org/
Primal Seeds
3-6 years United Kingdom
46 http://www.safe-food.org/
Mothers for Natural Law - Dangers of Genetic 7+
Engineering
years United States
48 http://www.semillas.org.co/biodiversidad_menu.htm
Grupo Semillas
3-6 years Colombia
40 http://www.soilassociation.org/
Soil Association
7+ years United Kingdom
41 http://www.sunshine-project.org/
The Sunshine Project
3-6 years Germany
42 http://www.truefoodnow.org/
The True Food Network
3-6 years United States
37 http://www.vshiva.net/
Navdanya
3-6 years unknown

cat4
Substantial
None
None
None
None
None
Some
Some
Some
Some
None
Some
Some
None
None
None
Some
None
None
None
Substantial
None
None
None
None
Some
None
None
Some
None
None
Substantial
Some
None
Substantial
None
Substantial
Substantial
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Unknown

Id – unique identification number; url – URL of web page; description – description of
organisation; cat2 – estimated age of website; cat3 – country of origin of site; cat4 – amount of
content on site relating to issue of nanotechnology.
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Table 1b: Environmental Global seed sites
125 http://earthfirst.org.uk/actionreports/
Earth First United Kingdom
3-6 years United Kingdom
121 http://newdream.org/
The Center for a New American Dream
7+ years United States
100 http://users.lmi.net/~wilworks/
Environmental Health Network
3-6 years United States
110 http://www.accionecologica.org/webae/index.php
Accion Ecologica
3-6 years Ecuador
105 http://www.amazonalliance.org/index.htmlA mazon Alliance
3-6 years United States
109 http://www.amazonwatch.org/
Amazon Watch
7+ years United States
117 http://www.amigos.org.ar/
Friends of the Earth Argentina
3-6 years Argentina
74 http://www.amisdelaterre.org/
Friends of the Earth France
3-6 years France
83 http://www.amiterre.tg/
Friends of the Earth Togo
Unknown Togo
79 http://www.ancetogo.globalink.org/
Association Nationale des Consommateurs et1-2
de years
l'Environnement
Togo
66 http://www.bushgreenwatch.org/
Bush Green Watch
1-2 years United States
89 http://www.campaigncc.org/
Campaign Against Climate Change
1-2 years United Kingdom
51 http://www.cat.org.uk/index.tmpl?refer=index&init=1
Centre for Alternative Technology
7+ years United Kingdom
59 http://www.chej.org/
Center for Health, Environment and Justice 3-6 years United States
60 http://www.christian-ecology.org.uk/noah/Operation Noah
3-6 years United Kingdom
55 http://www.ciel.org/
The Centre for International Environmental Law
3-6 years United States
56 http://www.citnet.org/
Citizens Network for Sustainable Development3-6 years United States
49 http://www.cleanwateraction.org/
Clean Water Action
7+ years United States
50 http://www.climatesolutions.org/
Climate Solutions. Practical Solutions to Global
3-6Warming
years United States
84 http://www.defenders.org/
Defenders of Wildlife
7+ years United States
85 http://www.direkte-aktie.net/groenfront/english/index.html
Earth First Netherlands - Friends of GroenfrontUnknown Netherlands
86 http://www.earthfirst.org/
Earth First
3-6 years United States
93 http://www.earthisland.org/index.html
Earth Island Institute
7+ years United States
58 http://www.earthjustice.org/
Earth Justice
7+ years United States
87 http://www.earthliberationfront.com/
Earth Liberation Front
3-6 years United States
88 http://www.earthshare.org/
Earth Share
7+ years United States
62 http://www.efl.lk/index1.html
Friends of the Earth Sri Lanka - Environmental 3-6
Foundation
years Sri
LtdLanka
63 http://www.enn.com/
Environmental News Network
7+ years United States
70 http://www.envirolink.org/
The Online Environmental Community
7+ years United States
71 http://www.environmentaldefense.org/home.cfm
Environmental Defense
3-6 years United States
126 http://www.eraction.org/
Friends of the Earth Nigeria - Environmental Rights
1-2 years
ActionNigeria
65 http://www.ewg.org/
Environmental Working Group
7+ years Australia
69 http://www.foe.co.uk/
Friends of the Earth United Kingdom
7+ years United Kingdom
52 http://www.foe.org.au/
Friends of the Earth Australia
7+ years Australia
53 http://www.foe.org/
Friends of the Earth United States
7+ years United States
54 http://www.foei.org/
Friends of the Earth International
3-6 years Netherlands
61 http://www.funam.org.ar/
Fundacion Para la Defensa del Ambiente
3-6 years Argentina
72 http://www.gaiafoundation.org/
The Gaia Foundation
3-6 years United Kingdom
67 http://www.geocities.com/efdavao/
Earth First Philippines
1-2 years Philippines
68 http://www.globalforestwatch.org/english/index.htm
Global Forest Watch
3-6 years United States
78 http://www.greenpeace.org.ar/index.php Greenpeace Argentina
7+ years Argentina
80 http://www.greenpeace.org.au/
Greenpeace Australia
7+ years Australia
82 http://www.greenpeace.org.br/
Greenpeace Brazil
7+ years Brazil
91 http://www.greenpeace.org.uk/
Greenpeace United Kingdom
7+ years United Kingdom
92 http://www.greenpeace.org/france/
Greenpeace France
3-6 years France
75 http://www.greenpeace.org/india/
Greenpeace India
1-2 years India

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Some
None
None
None
None
Substantial
None
Substantial
None
Some
None
None
None
None
None
Some
None
None
None
None
None
Substantial
None
None
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Table 1b: Environmental Global seed sites (continued)
94 http://www .greenpeace.org/international/ Greenpeace International
3-6 years Netherlands
95 http://www .greenpeace.org/seasia/en/
Greenpeace South East A sia
Unknown Thailand
90 http://www .greenpeace.org/usa/
Greenpeace United States
1-2 years United States
73 http://www .iatp.org/
Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy
7+ years United States
81 http://www .ienearth.org/
Indigenous Environmental Network
3-6 years United States
76 http://www .insnet.org/
International Network for Sustainability
3-6 years Netherlands
77 http://www .irn.org/
International Rivers Project
7+ years United States
116 http://www .itdg.org/
Practical A ction (formerly Intermediate Technology
3-6 years
Development
United Kingdom
Group)
113 http://www .iucn.org/
The World Conservation Union
7+ years Sw itzerland
133 http://www .mpi.org.au/
Mineral Policy Institute
3-6 years Australia
112 http://www .natbrasil.org.br/
Friends of the Earth Brazil
1-2 years Brazil
108 http://www .nativeforest.org/
Native Forest Network
7+ years United States
97 http://www .naturalcapital.org/
Natural Capital Institute
3-6 years United States
96 http://www .nrdc.org/
Natural Resources Defence Council
7+ years United States
115 http://www .panda.org/
World Wildlife Fund International
7+ years Sw itzerland
114 http://www .planetark.org/
Planet Ark
7+ years Australia
99 http://www .polarisinstitute.org/
Polaris Institute
3-6 years Canada
64 http://www .rainforestinfo.org.au/
Rainforest Information Centre
3-6 years Australia
104 http://www .ran.org/
Rainforest A ction Network
7+ years United States
111 http://www .seashepherd.org/
Sea Shepherd Conservation Society
7+ years United States
107 http://www .seen.org/
Sustainable Energy & Economy Network
7+ years United States
106 http://www .sehn.org/index.html
Science & Environmental Health Network
3-6 years United States
123 http://www .sgr.org.uk/
Scientists for Global Responsibility
3-6 years United Kingdom
118 http://www .sierraclub.org/
Sierra Club
7+ years United States
119 http://www .stopclimatechaos.org/
Stop Climate Chaos
Unknown United Kingdom
138 http://www .stopesso.org/
Stop Esso Exxon Mobil
Unknown unknow n
122 http://www .sur.iucn.org/
Union Mundial para la Naturaleza - America del
3-6Sur
years Ecuador
120 http://www .sustainable-society.co.uk/
Sustainable Society Directory
3-6 years United Kingdom
124 http://www .timberw atch.org.za/index.html Timberwatch Coalition
3-6 years South A frica
57 http://www .ucsusa.org/
Union of Concerned Scientists
7+ years United States
127 http://www .walhi.or.id/
Friends of the Earth Indonesia
3-6 years Indonesia
128 http://www .wcs.org/
Wildlife Conservation Society
7+ years United States
129 http://www .wedo.org/
Women's Environment and Development Organisation
7+ years United States
134 http://www .wild.org/
The Wild Foundation
7+ years United States
135 http://www .wilderness.org/
The Wilderness Society
7+ years United States
130 http://www .worldw atch.org/
Worldw atch Institute
7+ years United States
101 http://www .worldw ildlife.org/
World Wildlife Fund United States
7+ years United States
102 http://www .wri.org/
World Resources Institute
7+ years United States
103 http://www .wrm.org.uy/
World Rainforest Movement
Unknown Uruguay
131 http://www .ww f.fr/index2.php
World Wildlife Fund France
3-6 years France
140 http://www .ww f.or.id/
World Wildlife Fund Indonesia
3-6 years Indonesia
136 http://www .ww f.org.au/
World Wildlife Fund A ustralia
3-6 years Australia
137 http://www .ww f.org.br/w wf/opencms/site/index.htm
World Wildlife Fund Brazil
7+ years Brazil
132 http://www .ww f.org.uk/core/index.asp
World Wildlife Fund United Kingdom
7+ years United Kingdom
139 http://www .ww findia.org/
World Wildlife Fund India
3-6 years India
141 http://www 2.eli.org/index.cfm
Environmental Law Institute
7+ years United States

None
None
None
None
None
Some
None
Substantial
None
None
None
None
None
Some
Some
None
None
None
None
None
None
Some
None
Some
None
Unknown
None
None
None
Some
None
None
None
None
None
Some
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
Substantial
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Table 1c: Environmental Toxic seed sites

145 http://riverkeeper.org/
152 http://w w w.airportw atch.org.uk/
154 http://w w w.ccaej.org/
28 http://w w w.chemicalbodyburden.org/
162 http://w w w.citizenalert.org/
157 http://w w w.greenaction.org/index.shtml
156 http://w w w.ipen.org/
153 http://w w w.no-burn.org/
158 http://w w w.noharm.org/us/
151 http://w w w.oztoxics.org/
147 http://w w w.pan-afrique.org/
144 http://w w w.pan-germany.org/
159 http://w w w.panna.org/
150 http://w w w.pan-uk.org/
142 http://w w w.pesticideinfo.org/Index.html
143 http://w w w.pesticidereform.org/
98 http://w w w.rachel.org/
161 http://w w w.rap-al.org/v2/
155 http://w w w.safecosmetics.org/
160 http://w w w.scorecard.org/
149 http://w w w.space4peace.org/
146 http://w w w.svtc.org/
148 http://w w w.toxicslink.org/

Riverkeeper
7+ years United States
None
Airport Watch
3-6 years United Kingdom None
Center for Community Action and Environmental
7+ Justice
years United States
None
Chemical Body Burden
3-6 years United States
None
Citizen Alert
3-6 years United States
None
Green Action
7+ years United States
None
The International POPs Elimination Netw ork 3-6 years United States
None
Global Anti-Incinerator Alliance - Global Alliance
3-6 years
for Incinerator
Philippines
Alternatives
None
Health Care Without Harm - North America Unknow n United States
None
Oztoxics
3-6 years Australia
None
Pesticide Action Netw ork Africa
Unknow n Senegal
None
Pesticide Action Netw ork - Germany
3-6 years Germany
Substantial
Pesticide Action Netw ork - North America
7+ years United States
Some
Pesticide Action Netw ork - UK
3-6 years United Kingdom None
Pesticide Action Netw ork - Pesticides Database
3-6 years United States
None
Californians for Pesticide Reform
3-6 years United States
None
Environmental Research Foundation
7+ years United States
None
La Red de Accion en Plaguicidas y sus Alternativas
3-6 years
de America
Chile Latina (RAP-AL)
None - Pesticide Actio
The Campaign for Safe Cosmetics
1-2 years United States
None
Scorecard
7+ years United States
None
Global Netw ork Against Weapons and Nuclear
3-6
Pow
years
er in Space
United States
None
Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition
7+ years United States
Some
Toxics Link
3-6 years India
None
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